LITIFY AND ASSURE DISABILITY UNITE TO STREAMLINE SOCIAL SECURITY
DISABILITY CASE MANAGEMENT
A new two-way integration allows Litify and Assure Disability customers to centralize matter
data and more efficiently manage cases.
NEW YORK – JULY 15, 2020 – Litify and Assure Disability announce a unique partnership that
will radically improve efficiency for Social Security Disability attorneys and their staff.
Litify is an integrated cloud-based legal technology platform built on Salesforce. With Litify, law
firms and legal departments are empowered to manage their legal matters, business operations,
marketing, and client communications in the most transparent, efficient, and data-driven way
possible.
Assure Disability is a professional service organization that exclusively serves Social Security
disability representatives and their clients. With a network of over 1,000 disability attorneys and
firms, Assure Disability provides cost-effective hearing solutions from coast to coast.
Additionally, with products including Atlasware and Brief Tool, Assure Disability delivers
powerful practice instruments that yield distinct advantages for disability representatives.
With similar missions—helping attorneys and law firms eliminate inefficiencies to better serve
their clients—and numerous customers in common, like disability law firm Nyman Turkish, Litify
and Assure Disability saw an opportunity to provide a more seamless and valuable experience
by integrating their platforms.
The new integration allows law firms to find an independent SSD attorney, schedule an SSD
hearing, and manage the lifecycle of each SSD case without leaving Assure Disability or Litify.
Thanks to a sync between platforms, attorneys can more easily manage their cases without
having to toggle in and out of each program. Litify customers will no longer have to manually
update the status of their SSD hearings in Litify —status updates made in Assure will
automatically update in Litify.
Leveraging Docrio, Litify’s document management and generation solution, attorneys can
request and send SSD case files through Assure Disability’s portal, then save them to the
relevant matter in Litify.
With documents and data in one central location, the possibilities are endless. Lawyers are able
to better manage and automate tasks, track the progress of each SSD case across their firm,
and save all pertinent information to each matter in one location, making operations and case
management more transparent. With the ability to leverage Litify’s reporting and real-time
dashboards, SSD attorneys will finally be able to get an accurate pulse on their case inventory

and their business, answering key questions about average case duration, results with specific
judges and attorneys, overall productivity, and more.
“Litify saw in Assure Disability an equal partner —a company that is just as motivated to
transform legal operations as we are,” said Litify Chief Revenue Officer Terry Dohrmann.
“Through this important partnership and integration, Litify is better positioned to equip disability
law firms with the tools they need to make a difference in the lives of their clients.”
“Assure Disability is excited to work with Litify to help disability representatives do their job,”
added Robert Higgins, Assure Disability’s founder and Chief Executive Officer. “Litify has a
proven commitment to helping improve the disability community and that’s a vision we are
happy to share.”
About Litify
Founded in late 2016, Litify’s mission is to educate, inspire, and provide the tools to transform
how legal services are provided. The singular platform streamlines and automates task
management, document generation, intake management, and client communications while
providing data-driven insights that help law firms scale and increase their bottom line. Built on
Salesforce, Litify is a secure, extensible, and rapidly evolving platform.
About Assure Disability
Assure Disability is a professional service organization that began in 2011 as an effort to
coordinate attendance and travel for hearings nationwide. Since then, the organization has
grown to offer industry-leading products and services while continuing to manage thousands of
disability hearings every month.
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